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Bluetooth Wireless Speaker Blitzwolf BW-WA6 RGB 80W
The Blitzwolf BW-WA6 RGB 80W speaker is a device that not only provides high-quality sound but also becomes the center of any party
with its innovative features. With its help, you can liven up any house party, karaoke night, or relaxing session with your favorite tunes. It
stands out with dual speakers, three equalizer modes, RGB lighting effects, support for two microphones (sold separately), and versatile
connectivity options, including USB-A and Bluetooth 5.0. Its advanced features, sturdy construction, and ease of use make it the perfect
choice for music enthusiasts.
 
Dual Speakers and 80W Power
The Blitzwolf BW-WA6 is equipped with two speakers, each with a diameter of 78mm, which, combined with an impressive power of 80W,
guarantee deep bass and crystal-clear high tones. This ensures that the music sounds exceptionally dynamic and full, regardless of the
genre. The powerful battery provides up to 6 hours of continuous playback, making it the perfect companion for long evenings.
 
Equalizer Modes and Sound Control
The  speaker  offers  three  equalizer  modes  –  equilibrium,  vocal  mode,  and  bass  mode  –  allowing  you  to  adjust  the  sound  to  your
preferences  and  the  type  of  music  being  played.  Physical  buttons  on  the  housing  allow  for  easy  switching  between  equalizer  modes,
volume adjustment, and track skipping, giving the user full control over the music being played.
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RGB Lighting Effects
RGB lights not only add aesthetic charm to the speaker but also create a unique atmosphere during music listening or karaoke singing.
The ability to change colors and lighting effects depending on the mood or music rhythm makes every music session even more magical.
 
Versatile Connectivity Options
The Blitzwolf BW-WA6 speaker offers not only standard Bluetooth 5.0 connectivity but also a USB-A input for flash drives, power sources,
or OTG smartphones. Additionally, it supports TF cards up to 128GB and USB memory, making it an incredibly versatile device capable of
playing music from various sources.
 
Powerful Features
The Blitzwolf  BW-WA6 also  features  a  sturdy metal  and PC construction,  IPX5 water  resistance,  and compact  dimensions,  making it  a
durable device ready for any adventure.
 
Package Contents
Speaker x 1
USB-C Cable x 1
3.5mm Audio Cable x 1
User Manual x 1
BrandBlitzWolf
ModelBW-WA6
ColorBlack
Power80W
MaterialMetal + PC
Weight1780g
Dimensions205 x 123 x 95mm
Speaker Diameter78mm x 2
MicrophoneYes
Volume ControlYes
Bluetooth Version5.0
Supported ProfilesHSP/HFP/A2DP/AVRCP
Audio Decoding SupportAAC
Transmission Distance10m
Impedance4Ω±15%
Frequency Response20Hz-16KHz
Battery Capacity6000mAh
Charging Time2-3h
Music Playback Time3-6h
TF Card SupportUp to 128GB
USB Memory SupportUp to 128GB
Water ResistanceIPX5

Preço:

€ 78.50
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Audio, Colunas Bluetooth
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